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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like going to class on K-day!

By Jon “Big-O” Mahan
~ Daily Bull ~

By now most of you have
probably heard about the
giant blaze that is burning
in the Orange County and
Los Angeles areas. It’s been
weeks since they first started, and it’s burning more
acres by the day. They’ll tell
you that it’s grown out of
control and that it can’t be
stopped. However, what
they won’t tell you is that
the blaze actually is a giant
burning bush straight from
the Bible! That’s right! A
bona fide Biblical blaze of
bombastic proportions!
A burning bush of Biblical
proportions, this blaze has
swept across LA and Orange County like wild fire.
All seven of the faithfully religious Christians in Orange
County have come out to
flock to the giant burning
bush. They have said that
the fire has been brought
by God to punish Orange
...see Stop! Drop! on back

Nathan Wonders: Anthropomorphism

By Katie Sheets ~ Daily Bull

The Concerned Citizens of the Upper Peninsula (CCUP) held their annual
“Liberty Rally” in Veteran’s Park on Labor
Day 2009. I originally went to protest
the rally, thinking what the CCUP were
demonstrating was erroneously wrong.
The people who attended the rally were
kind enough to point out my errors in
thinking, and now I can gladly say I’m
pretty sure I’ve got it right! I would like
to share with you the valuable lessons
the CCUP were nice enough to share
with me.
Lesson 1 – Taxes are BAD
The Concerned Citizens of the U.P. go by
another name: Teabaggers. They completely oppose taxes, thinking it would
be beneficial to stop all taxation. All
services provided by tax dollars would
then only be available to those who
could afford them privately. I have to
say, their argument for opposing taxes
was very convincing. One member of
the CCUP asked me “Do you want your
children to have to continue paying
[taxes] for their entire lives???” She had
me at “children.”

Brought to you by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

again, I was wrong. Ridding America
of taxes and privatizing all previously
public services puts the people who
live under the poverty line at a severe
disadvantage. Apparently it’s your own
fault if you don’t have a job that pays
over $20,000/year. The CCUP’s advice:
Get a better job! Do I agree? Absolutely!
Why blame the economy, environmental conditions, intelligence levels, and
myriad other factors contributing to a
person with a low income when you
can lay blame right on the root of the
problem – the lazy person who refuses
to contribute to society!

Lesson 3 – Obama is a Czar
This lesson should really be called “How
to Still Appear Patriotic when You Know
Your President (and his Health Care Plan)
is Evil.” When I arrived at the Liberty
Rally, I immediately felt out of place,
not because I was carrying a sign that
read ‘CCUP = Sophistry’ but because I
wasn’t wearing anything red, white, or
blue. The Teabaggers looked chic and
suave in shirts with the American flag
printed on them and gaudy red, white,
and blue plastic jewelry. They were
Lesson 2 – If You’re Poor, Too Bad
wearing our nation’s colors with pride
Before the Liberty Rally, I was under while sporting signs that read, “Where
the impression that sometimes bad is the birth certificate?” and “No more
things happen to good people. Well,
...see Rally on back

Okay, seriously? Am I the ONLY one who
isn’t going to see Eve 6?! So... alone... *sniff*

I was taking a shower the other day, and as usual, I got down to thinking
about random stuff. Looking for inspiration, I decided to read my Herbal
Essences body envy (ooh la la!) volumizing conditioner bottle. Not only is
this stuff fruitier than Carmen Miranda, it had some interesting instructions:
“use me: massage me in, close your eyes, enjoy,
then rinse. Voila! you’ve got my full attention.”
Since when does hair conditioner have a
conscience? So every time I use this stuff
I’m squirting out some of its life juices into my
hand? I don’t even want to imagine what that
orange goop is. Methylchloroisothiazolinone?
Stearamidopropyl? Yellow 10? Gross.
Are we really that desperate for companionship
that we anthropomorphize our beauty items?
I’m perfectly fine with my Pert Plus shampoo not Mmm... a ‘me’ sandwich....
talking in the first person, and let’s not even get
into deodorant or certain feminine hygiene products.
What’s next, foodstuffs? “Hi, I’m a Tootsie Pop! If you suck on me for
long enough, you’ll get my soft, squishy center that’s really delicious in
your mouth. Race your friends to see how many licks it takes to get the
surprise!” Poor kids. They’ll never see it coming.

PIZZA
Mo’ Better Pizza!

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

Orange County
Burning Bush
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Doing nothing is very hard to
do... you never know when
you’re finished.
~Leslie Nielsen
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thinking. There were, however, a few
Yoohoo! Look at me. I am a cute and adorable puppy. I’m sitting in a
COME VISIT THE DAILY BULL
unfortunate souls present that were
big empty space, though, which makes me real sad. No one to pet
not as easily convinced as myself.
AT K-DAY!
me, no one to play fetch with me... I guess I’ll just sit here and lick
The protestors attempted to scare myself out of sheer boredom. But hey! I bet you, a super-cool student
the CCUP by yelling and taunting. In organization or business, would love to make a great ad to sit here
That’s right! We’re going to have a
response to this, the CCUP handled
and keep me company...
table up at K-Day for you to come
themselves quite beautifully, simply
check out! You can get more inforreplying to the protesters with elegant
There’s lots of room - just talk to that Nathan Invincible guy at bull@
mation about our fiendish little orquips such as “Get a job!” “Cut your mtu.edu. He’d probably set you up with a sweet deal on advertising.
ganization, find out meeting times,
Help stop animal suffering - advertise with the Bull.
hair!” and “Take a bath!” From now on
meet members, and most imporwhenever I am being contested, I will
Lesson 4 – Water Boarding is the reply in quite a similar manner.
tantly, get FREE CANDY.
Answer
After reading a sign at the rally that I hope these lessons were as eye
Plus, we’re giving you a cool chance
said “Waterboard Congress!” the opening for you as they were for me.
to contribute to the Bull and be a
solution to a lot of our problems I know I will never look at politics the
part of something truly epic. It’s easy
seemed much clearer. Since Congress same now that these ideas and ideals
as 1-2-3, so come say hello this afisn’t making the right decisions, maybe have been instilled in me.
ternoon! We can’t wait to see ya!
we should just torture them instead! It
seems rather reasonable to me.
If you are interested in joining the
College Democrats of Michigan Tech.
Love and kisses,
Lesson 5 – How to Respond to please e-mail me at askkatiesheets@
The Daily Bull Staff
Criticism
gmail.com.
As I previously stated, I originally went
...Stop! Drop! from front had, to which the residents quickly complied. Many houses couldn’t evacuto the rally to protest the Teabaggers.
county
for
their
overly
vain
and
selfish
lifestyle,
as
they
combed their hair, ate all their priceless modern paintings in time, but at least they saved all of
Thankfully I was able to realize my mischecked
their
mirrors,
and
made
sure
their
18k
gold
diamond
rings were their poodles.
take early on and change my way of
shining just brightly enough in the light of the fire.
We’ll keep an eye on this massive burning bush and let you know if God
When asked to comment on this, they asked what we were talking about. gives us the word.
In conclusion, according to the flocks of religious, Orange County is burning
EDITOR IN CHIEF/
THE LITTLE COMP
for it’s selfish and vain sins. But what will become of this giant burning bush?
BOSSMAN
EDITOR THAT COULD
...Rally from front

czars in government.” These signs
brought up some tough questions
such as: Where IS the birth certificate?
And more importantly, where are the
czars? The allegations outlining how
Obama is a czar were never specifically addressed during the rally, but
it was on one of their signs, so I’m
going to believe it.
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Pomber, and six of the seven dwarves. Grumpy is still awaiting bail.
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Some scholars have detected seismic activity in a normally seismically inactive region, hinting that God might be erecting two massive stone tablets to
remind people of the commandments they don’t follow. Some just think
it’s an earthquake, and that the fire is just a rapid heat catalyzed chemical
exchange between oxygen and a fuel source, resulting in carbon dioxide
and water as the main byproducts of the reaction.
Such talk clearly is ridiculous. Who could think that to be true? Certainly not
the droves who have watched as the fire burns, desperately waiting for
some word of God other than Snap, Crackle, and Pop. This has led many of
God’s once-faithful followers to leave the faith and convert to a new local
sect of Rice Krispy-ism, in which believers only eat Rice Krispies.
Fire fighters recommend that all residents in the area move out as soon as
possible, even though the fires are weeks away. When several residents
complained about this, the fire fighters noted how much stuff each resident

Like, omigod! I think I left one of my diamond-studded 24k gold Prada stilletoes sitting
on the marble counter next to my venti double-shot espresso frappucino cappuccino
mocha latte frappe! Daaaaaddy! Tell the first to stop!

